
Green Playground Spaces
A project of Aranya Forest (2016-17)

Introduction

The project aims at creating innovative play areas in Aranya Forest for children. The first phase 
of the project was to do a study on the possibilities that have been created and what could be 
adapted in Aranya ‒ this was completed last year. This year we built some of the constructions.

Description of project

The purpose of this project is to create a state-of-the-art green playground. Nature play is about 
kids falling in love with nature. Children’s nature play is a powerful conservation strategy intended to
help create a larger, stronger future constituency for the environment.

Many children already visit Aranya to explore and take part in activities there specifically 
designed for children. Our space called the Biodiversity Conservation and Education Centre acts as a 
base for activities and overnight stay. The newly-created Adventure Zone with its rope bridge and zip
line was made for children to experience the unique landscape and enjoy the outdoors.

This year the following learning facilities were created:
1) Place for small children to play in mud 
2) Hut made of natural materials
3) Bamboo structure for climbing
4) ‘Caves’, underground spaces

The following are planned, still to be built:
5) Cycle and walking path
6) Habitat for animals

This project will enhance the possibilities for the children, providing opportunities for their 
experiential learning from nature.

Like everything else of value in Auroville, we hope to create a play space that is relevant to the 
Future and will set an example for like-minded others to emulate.

Reflections

This project adheres to the suggestion made by the Mother regarding conducive place for 
children to experience nature. This project is one of very few such projects that exist in the country.
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